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Purpose: To develop a clinical risk score for the prediction of urgency in patients with carotid cavernous sinus fistulas (CCFs) and 
test for the discriminative ability of the diagnostic prediction.
Methods: The medical charts of 60 patients with CCFs were retrospectively reviewed. The clinical characteristics of direct and dural 
CCFs were analyzed by logistic regression. The clinical risk score was developed from the coefficient in the multivariable regression 
model and used to predict direct CCFs which were more urgent than the dural type. The score prediction was reported as an area under 
the receiver operating characteristic (AuROC) curve and 95% confidence interval (95% CI).
Results: In a univariable analysis, the clinical characteristics which increased the risk of direct CCFs were age, gender, trauma, 
underlying diseases, visual acuity (VA) at presentation, bruit, chemosis, and dilated retinal vessels. However, in multivariable analysis, 
the significant predictors were limited to age, trauma, bruit, underlying diseases and logMAR VA. Regression coefficient of each 
predictor was converted to a risk score and summation of scores from these predictors for each patient was calculated. The total risk 
score predicted the urgent direct CCFs correctly with AuROC of 97.77% (95% CI; 93.57, 100).
Conclusion: The clinical risk score for the prediction of urgent direct CCFs has been developed and used in the patients with CCFs in 
our setting. The discriminative ability of the score prediction is high. This simple clinical risk score may help clinicians suspect direct 
CCFs and urgently refer the patients to have prompt angiography and treatment.
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Introduction
Carotid cavernous sinus fistulas (CCFs) are abnormal vascular connections between the internal carotid artery or external 
carotid artery and the cavernous sinus.1 Barrow et al classified CCFs into direct and indirect or dural CCFs, based on the 
angiographic anatomy of the shunt.2 The CCFs arising directly from the carotid artery are direct type, while those 
originating from branch vessels of the carotid artery are dural type. Direct CCFs usually have acute onset, rapid 
progression and hence need for urgent treatment. Indirect or dural CCFs tend to be gradual onset, chronic in the course 
and usually lead to a delay in diagnosis and treatment. The clinical features depend on the extent of abnormal arterial 
flow and the increased venous pressure in the orbital venous system. The ocular features that occur most frequently are 
dilated episcleral vessels, chemosis, ptosis, orbital pain, external ophthalmoplegia, proptosis, bruit, secondary glaucoma, 
dilated retinal veins and intraretinal hemorrhage.3–11 Conjunctival injection is often the most common ocular manifesta-
tion in the early course, and patients are usually misdiagnosed as conjunctivitis. Moreover, most patients complain of 
visual symptoms, either slightly blurred vision or severe visual loss.5–7 This visual involvement may indicate the severity 
of the diseases and need for urgent treatment.

The standard imaging modality in the diagnosis of CCFs is cerebral angiography. Noninvasive imaging with 
computerized tomography or magnetic resonance imaging scan is typically done first. Evidence of cavernous sinus 
enlargement, proptosis, and superior ophthalmic vein dilation are suggestive of CCFs.2,6 However, the absence of these 
abnormalities does not exclude the diagnosis of CCFs. If there is a high degree of clinical suspicion, catheter cerebral 
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angiography should be performed to specifically demonstrate the location of the shunts. In remote areas where radiologic 
imaging and angiography are not available, it seems more difficult to detect the urgency of direct CCFs early in the 
course. Precautious detection of these rapidly progressive CCFs may still be important to help clinicians to recognize the 
diseases and urgently refer them to the better-equipped hospital for appropriate treatment. This study aims to develop 
a clinical risk score for clinicians to recognize these rapidly progressive direct CCFs and test the discriminative ability of 
the scoring system used in the patients with CCFs.

Patients and Methods
This study was an extended study of our previous report on comparison of clinical characteristics between direct and 
dural CCFs.12 It followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Khon Kaen University Ethics 
Committee for Human Research. Medical records of all patients diagnosed as CCFs at the KKU Eye Center, Department 
of Ophthalmology, Faculty of Medicine, Khon Kaen University, Khon Kaen, Thailand, from January 2015 to 
December 2020 were retrospectively reviewed. Although ethics committee did not require patient consent to review 
the medical record, the case report forms had no linkage to the patient identities and the privacy of the patients was 
respected. The inclusion criteria were patients diagnosed as direct and dural CCFs, which were confirmed by radiographic 
imaging and angiography. The patients who were suspected of CCFs and later proved to be other diagnosis and who had 
incomplete data were excluded from the study.

The collected data included age, gender, duration of symptoms, history of trauma and underlying diseases. The data 
on eye examination included best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA), intraocular pressure (IOP), chemosis, dilated episcl-
eral vessels, proptosis, ophthalmoplegia, bruit, dilated retinal vessels, and other retinal abnormalities.

Statistical Analysis
The data were analyzed using Stata version 16.1 (Stata Corp, College Station, TX77845 USA). Clinical characteristics of 
patients with direct and dural CCFs were compared for evidence of differences. Using univariable logistic regression, 
prediction by each clinical characteristic was reported as an area under the receiver operating characteristic (AuROC) 
curve. Significant clinical predictors were selected under the multivariable logistic regression, and their regression 
coefficients were used as item risk scores. Scores for each clinical predictor were added up to obtain a total risk score 
in each patient. Score prediction of direct CCFs was also reported as an AuROC curve. P value < 0.05 was considered 
statistical significance.

Results
Sixty patients consisted of 28 patients (46.67%) with direct CCF and 32 patients (53.33%) with dural CCF. Clinical 
characteristics of the patients are shown in Table 1. In comparison with dural CCFs, patients with direct CCFs were younger 

Table 1 Logistic Regression Analysis of Clinical Characteristics of CCF Patients

Variables Direct CCFs  
(n = 28)

Dural CCFs  
(n = 32)

Odds Ratio  
(95% CI)

p-value AuROC

Age (years) mean ± SD 31.32 ± 13.52 61.25 ± 9.94 1.21 (1.09, 1.33) <0.001 0.9509

VA (logMAR) mean ± SD 1.04 ± 1.05 0.42 ± 0.55 2.75 (1.22, 6.20) 0.015 0.6607

IOP (mmHg) mean ± SD 22.93 ± 8.18 21.69 ± 8.79 1.02 (0.96, 1.08) 0.569 0.5385

Female 12 (42.9) 23 (71.9) 3.45 (1.16, 9.98) 0.025 0.6451

Trauma 26 (92.9) 5 (15.6) 70.2 (12.5, 394.39) <0.001 0.8862

Underlying diseases 3 (10.71) 17 (53.13) 9.44 (2.37, 37.7) 0.001 0.7121

Diplopia 5 (17.9) 7 (21.9) 1.29 (0.36, 4.63) 0.698 0.5201

(Continued)
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(31.32 ± 13.52 vs 61.25 ± 9.94 years, p < 0.001), more history of trauma (92.9% vs 15.6%, p < 0.001), more proptosis 
(85.7% vs 62.5%, p = 0.042), more bruit (67.9% vs 12.5%, p < 0.001), more conjunctival chemosis (64.3% vs 28.1%, p = 
0.005), and poorer visual acuity at presentation (1.04 ± 1.05 vs 0.42 ± 0.55 logMAR, p = 0.005). Patients with dural CCFs 
were more females (71.9% vs 57.1%, p = 0.023) and more underlying diseases (53.13% vs 10.71%, p = 0.001).

Table 1 (Continued). 

Variables Direct CCFs  
(n = 28)

Dural CCFs  
(n = 32)

Odds Ratio  
(95% CI)

p-value AuROC

Blurred vision 17 (60.7) 12 (37.5) 2.58 (0.91, 7.31) 0.075 0.6161

Orbital pain 14 (50.0) 13 (40.6) 1.46 (0.53, 4.07) 0.467 0.5469

External ophthalmoplegia 20 (71.4) 20 (62.5) 1.5 (0.51, 4.45) 0.465 0.5446

Proptosis 24 (85.7) 20 (62.5) 3.3 (0.91, 11.98) 0.069 0.6060

Orbital bruit 19 (67.9) 4 (12.5) 14.78 (3.97, 54.99) <0.001 0.7768

Dilated episcleral vessels 27 (96.4) 30 (93.8) 1.8 (0.15, 20.99) 0.639 0.5134

Chemosis 18 (64.3) 9 (28.1) 4.6 (1.54, 13.70) 0.006 0.6808

Ptosis 2 (7.1) 2 (6.3) 1.15 (0.15, 8.78) 0.890 0.5045

Blood in Schlemm’s canal 7 (25.0) 5 (15.6) 3.52 (0.76, 16.39) 0.109 0.6514

Dilated retinal veins 12 (42.9) 4 (12.5) 5.2 (1.42, 19.04) 0.013 0.6556

Disc swelling 4 (14.3) 2 (6.3) 2.43 (0.41, 14.51) 0.328 0.5407

Intraretinal hemorrhage 3 (10.7) 2 (6.3) 1.75 (0.27, 11.36) 0.59 0.5222

Abbreviations: AuROC, area under the receiver operating characteristic; CCFs, carotid cavernous sinus fistulas; CI, confidence 
interval; IOP, intraocular pressure; SD, standard deviation; VA, visual acuity.

Figure 1 Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 5 significant predictors on the prediction of direct carotid cavernous sinus fistulas.
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Using univariable logistic regression, prediction by each clinical characteristic was reported as AuROC curve 
(Table 1). By multivariable regression analysis, the significant predictors for direct CCFs were age, trauma, orbital 
bruit, underlying diseases, and logMAR visual acuity. These predictors were selected by the values at which yielded the 
smallest p values and the highest AuROC curve obtained in logistic regression. These multivariable predictors predicted 
direct CCFs correctly with AuROC curve of 99.78% (95% CI; 99.24, 100) (Figure 1).

Regression coefficient for each clinical predictor was rounded to the nearest half (0.5) and used as a risk score 
(Table 2). Summation of scores from these five predictors for each patient was calculated to be a total risk score, which 
ranged from 0 to 16.5. Score prediction of direct CCFs was done by using a total risk score as the only one predictor. 
Figure 2 and Table 3 show that the derived clinical risk score can discriminate between direct and dural CCFs. The total 
risk score predicted direct CCFs correctly with AuROC curve of 97.77% (95% CI; 93.57, 100) (Figure 3).

The mean total risk score of patients with direct CCFs was significantly higher than that in the dural CCFs (12.66 ± 
3.05 vs 2.78 ± 2.15, p < 0.001). The risk scores were divided into three risk groups, low (below 5), moderate (5 to 10), 
and high (above 10) for interpretation. The positive predictive value for direct CCFs was 3.7% in the low, 33.3% in the 
moderate and 100% in the high-risk category (Table 4). All patients with dural CCFs had a clinical risk score less than 
10, whereas all patients with score 10 and higher were direct CCFs.

Discussion
Direct CCFs usually have sudden onset, rapid progression and therefore need for urgent treatment. Clinical risk score can 
help clinician to recognize the urgency of the disease. To find a model that is the best fit for this goal, we first establish 
a set of variables that will be used to predict an increased risk of direct CCFs. Then, we develop an item risk score for 

Table 2 Significant Clinical Predictors and Assigned Item Score

Predictors Odds Ratio 95% CI P value Coefficient Score

Age (years)

>55 1.00 Reference – – 0

45–55 7.5 0.98, 57.14 0.052 2.01 2

<45 143.75 18.69, 1105.67 <0.001 4.97 5

Trauma

No 1.00 Reference – – 0

Yes 70.2 12.5, 394.39 <0.001 4.25 4

Orbital Bruit

No 1.00 Reference – – 0

Yes 14.78 3.97, 54.99 <0.001 2.69 2.5

Underlying diseases

Yes 1.00 Reference – – 0

No 9.09 2.38, 33.33 0.001 2.25 2

VA (logMAR)

<0.5 1.00 Reference – – 0

0.5–1.0 1.76 0.55, 5.58 0.338 0.57 0.5

>1.0 19 2.08, 173.72 0.009 2.94 3

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; logMAR, logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution; VA, visual acuity.
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each predictor followed by using this risk scoring system in our patients. Finally, the discriminative ability of the 
diagnostic prediction for direct CCFs can be achieved.

In this study, the clinical risk score for prediction of direct CCFs has been developed. In a univariable analysis, the 
clinical characteristics which increased the risk of direct CCFs were age, gender, trauma, underlying diseases, VA at 
presentation, orbital bruits, chemosis, and dilated retinal vessels. However, in multivariable analysis, the significant 
predictors were limited to age, trauma, orbital bruits, underlying diseases and logMAR VA. Coefficient of each predictor 
was used as a clinical risk score because it reflects the slope in the regression model. Clinical characteristics with higher 

Figure 2 Distribution of clinical risk score in patients with direct and dural carotid cavernous sinus fistulas.

Table 3 Distribution of Clinical Risk Score in Patients with Direct 
and Dural Carotid Cavernous Sinus Fistulas

Total Risk Score Direct CCFs Dural CCFs Total

0 0 5 5

0.5 0 4 4

2 1 8 9

2.5 0 1 1

3 0 1 1

4 0 2 2

4.5 0 5 5

5 0 3 3

6 0 1 1

7 1 2 3

(Continued)
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coefficient indicate the higher slope in the model, stronger predictive value, and hence higher risk score. The developed 
clinical risk score was used in the patients with CCFs in this study, and the prediction ability of this risk score is 97.77%.

Based on the clinical features, ophthalmologist may be the first clinician to treat the patients with CCFs. Patients may 
have the complaint of red eyes, conjunctival injection, increased IOP or decreased vision.1,13 Ophthalmologist should 
have CCFs in the differential diagnosis of patients with these symptoms and signs. When patients do not respond to the 
conventional treatment and there is a high degree of suspicion of CCFs, ophthalmologist should ask for history of trauma, 
look for bruit or blood in Schlemm’s canal, and consult radiologist for imaging and angiography. Patients typically 
undergo noninvasive cerebral imaging first. Evidence of cavernous sinus enlargement, proptosis, and superior ophthalmic 
vein dilation are suggestive of CCFs.2,6,13,14 Then, catheter cerebral angiography is performed to confirm the diagnosis 

Table 3 (Continued). 

Total Risk Score Direct CCFs Dural CCFs Total

9.5 1 0 1

10 1 0 1

11 3 0 3

11.5 3 0 3

13.5 7 0 7

14 7 0 7

16.5 4 0 4

Total 28 32 60

Abbreviation: CCFs, carotid cavernous sinus fistulas.

Figure 3 Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of clinical risk score on the prediction of direct carotid cavernous sinus fistulas.
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and establish the position of the fistulas. Radiologic imaging and angiography have been emphasized mainly when 
considering CCFs. Usually, CCFs are not diagnosed before these radiologic investigations.

In remote areas of many developing countries, where radiologic imaging and angiography may not always be 
available, it is likely that urgency of direct CCFs may not be recognized. In such situation, delay in definite diagnosis 
may be associated with the risk of serious consequences such as secondary glaucoma and visual loss. We believe that 
prediction of direct CCFs using only clinical characteristics may be valuable to recognize the urgency. Even though in 
area where radiologic imaging and angiography are available, there may be a long waiting list so that they are not easily 
accessible. Clinical risk score may help clinicians and radiologists to recognize the urgency, so that angiography and 
intervention are performed promptly in these patients.

In our setting, patients who scored below 5 were less likely to be direct CCFs. In those who scored more than 10, the 
positive predictive value for direct CCFs was 100%. All patients in this category were correctly identified by the derived 
clinical risk score. In this situation, it may be urgent to refer these patients to the full-equipped hospitals for angiography 
and radiologic intervention.

The strength of this study is the first, to our knowledge, to develop a clinical risk score for prediction of urgent direct 
CCFs in patients with clinically suspected CCFs. In addition, the scoring system is simply developed from clinical 
characteristics which are recorded in routine practice. However, there are some limitations in the study. First, retro-
spective data collection obtained under routine practice may be incomplete and some data may be missing. Second, our 
derived score may be specific to our setting. Clinical characteristics used as clinical risk scores in our setting may not be 
directly applicable to other settings. Further study to validate the prediction ability of our clinical risk score in other 
different settings should be performed in the future.

Conclusions
The clinical risk score for prediction of urgent direct CCFs has been developed and used in the patients with CCFs. The 
prediction ability is 97.77%. Simple clinical characteristics may help clinician distinguish between direct and dural 
CCFs, not only in remote areas where radiographic angiography services are not available but also in available area 
where these procedures are not easily accessible. Patients with direct CCFs may be informed about their risk or urgency 
and should be referred to a better equipped hospital for definite diagnosis and treatment.

Disclosure
The authors report no conflicts of interest in this work.
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